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Abstract

In the last few years, computer vision and image proc-
essing techniques have been developed to solve many
problems. One of them, graph cut method is powerful
optimization technique for minimizing energy function. 
And as you know, many edge detectors are already ad-
vanced. Edge detector is widely used in computer vision 
to find object boundaries in images. But traditional edge 
detectors detect all edges that we don’t want. Because we 
want to detect object contour, we propose that graph cut 
method and edge detector have to combine each other. In 
this paper, we describe method minimizing energy func-
tion via graph cuts and traditional edge detectors and 
show our result images. 

1. Introduction 

One of the most important techniques in computer vi-
sion is to extract object contour in images. In recent, 
energy minimization techniques based on graph cuts are 
used for applications such as image segmentation, resto-
ration, stereo, object recognition and some others 
[1][2][3][4][5]. This methods gives very strong experi-
mental results. To solve our problem, we used standard 
stereo geometry such as shown in Fig.1, where a pair of 
point M1 M2 called corresponding point. 

    

Figure 1. Standard stereo model :we can get the standard 
stereo images by parallel camera model 

By solving corresponding problem, we acquire a new 
version of image that is called disparity map. The main 
idea of this paper is to find object contour by segmenting 
the disparity map rather than segmenting images. We can 
get a disparity map as using minimizing energy func-
tion(shown in eq(1)) via graph cuts. We can think that 
disparity map can be segment image similarly. The seg-
mented image has the least information to recognize
objects.
In addition, edge detectors are one of the fundamental 

image processing method[6][7][8][9]. They can be de-
signed the enhance features in real images. Most 

applications, such as image segmentation, region separa-
tion, and recognition use edge detection as preprocessing 
stage for feature extraction[6][8]. The edge means a 
sudden change in image intensity so that the edge may 
not guaranty the object boundary. With the segment im-
age by graph cuts, the Canny edge detector[7] classifies a 
pixel as an edge if the gradient magnitude of pixel is 
larger than those of pixels at both its sides in the direc-
tion of maximum intensity change. In general images, 
edge detector search all edges that we don’t want. Be-
cause of this reason, we will combine graph cuts method 
and the Canny edge detector to find object contour that 
we want. 
The most important algorithm described in this paper is 

based on energy minimization because we have to find 
out a correct segmented image[1][2]. In this method, our 
focus is to find global minimum of energy function 
where it is NP-hard to compute global minimum[2]. We 
then describe two algorithms based on graph cuts, 
namely expansion moves and swap moves[2][4] com-
putes efficiently a local minimum of energy function. We 
present only expansion moves that used in our algo-
rithms for energy minimization. 
 This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we be-
gin with overview of energy minimization algorithms via 
graph cuts. We review some different edge detector and 
the canny edge detector that technique enhanced is in-
troduced in section 3. We show the experimental result 
images in section 4 and discuss conclusion in section 5. 

2. Energy minimization by graph cuts 

2.1   Energy function 

One of many tasks of energy minimization in computer 
vision is to assign a label to every pixel. We define this 
problem as pixel labeling problems. For motion or stereo, 
the labels are disparities, while for image restoration they 
are intensities. 
In pixel labeling problems the goal is to find a labeling  
f that assigns each pixel a label p P a label fp L. This  
input is a set of pixels P and a set of labels L. We provide 
an reference Fig.2[1][2]. 

Figure 2. This figure shows an example of an different 
color image labeling: The color is a set of pixels P. L is 
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label assingning Lp {1,2,3}. This labeling means seg-
ment image that we want[2][4]. 

We can formulate a standard form of the energy func-
tion to solve this pixel labeling problem[1][2][3][4][5]. 
The form of energy function is 

E

Edata(f) and Esmooth(f) can be also represented as follows 

E

This function includes a variety of different concept such 
as first-order Markov Random Fields. Dp(fp) is a data 
penalty function and it means that how well assign a la-
bel fp to a pixel p given the observed data. Vp,q(fp, fq)
penalizing between neighboring pixels p, q N is spatial 
smoothness term. N is the set of neighboring pixels of 
left image. V can be separated from metric  and 
semi-metric. For any labels , , L

V( , ) = 0       =          (2) 
     V( , )     =     V( , )           (3) 
     V( , )          V( , ) + V( , ) (4)       

If V satisfy (2),(3) and (4), V is metric on the space of 
Label L. Also V is called a semi-metric if it satisfies only 
(2),(3)[2]. We can specify this equation by potts model as 
follows. 

E

Here T( ) is 1 if its argument is true and 0 other-
wise[1][3]. Our goal is to find labeling f for local 
minimum to minimize energy function(1). We can also
use -expansion move algorithm to generate labeling f.
This is a strong move allowing many pixels to change 
their labels to  simultaneously. Given a label ,

-expansion is a move from a partition P(labeling f) to a 
new partition P’ if P P ’ and Pl

’ Pl for any label l
[2].  
In pixel labeling problem, We have to find f that mini-

mize energy function. To solve this problem, We can use 
graph cut method. 

2.2   Graph cut 

Figure 3. A cut on graph G. Red and blue line is n-link.
Yellow line is t-link. Edge costs are reflected by line’s 

thickness. 

As mentioned above, graph cut is used for finding f to 
minimize energy function. A weighted graph G = V, 
E have two special nodes that are called terminals. V is
the set of vertices and E is the set of edge. The terminals 
are {s, t} that means source and sink. In this paper, the 
node means pixels. In Fig.3 we show a example of graph 
cut having two terminals (source and sink)[1].  

)()()( fEfEf

 In the graph, edge has two types called n-link and t-link.
All such edges are assigned nonnegative weight and cost. 
n-links connect pairs of neighboring pixels in the graph. )1(),()()(
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So the cost of n-link is a penalty for discontinuity and is 
derived from V (smoothness term) in (1). t-link connect 
pixels with terminals or labels the cost of t-link is a pen-
alty for assigning the corresponding label to the pixel 
and is derived from D (data term) in (1). 
We have to find a minimum cut that has the minimum 

cost among all cuts in the graph. In Fig.3 green line is a 
cut that means minimum cost. The cut C={S,T} is a par-
tition of the vertices in V into two disjoint set S and T
such that s S and t T. The minimum cut problem is 
derived from solving by finding a maximum flow from
the source s to the sink t[1][5]. 
We briefly summarized to minimize Energy function by 

graph cut. This theory is a powerful method to find dis-
parity map or segment image. The image is used for 
extracting object contour by combining edge detector.  

3. Edge detector 

3.1   Introduction to edge detectors 

Lp Nqp

qpqppp ffTVfDf
Algorithms to combine edge detection and image seg-

mentation have been studied for many years. The edge 
detection is by far the most common approach for mean-
ingful discontinuities in intensity value. The first- or 
second- derivative that means the gradient is useful for 
detecting edge on image. The edge detector performs a 
simple 2-D spatial gradient measurement by using vector 
function of 2-D gradient of image intensities[6][7]. 

f
                                     (5) 

We can present a simple equation of the magnitude of the 
gradient[9]. 
       
       

The angle of orientation of the edge that means the di-
rection of the gradient in given by 

There are many detectors for detecting edge such as
Sobel, Prewitt and Roberts detector. In Fig.4 we can de-
tect edges through the use masks of the first- derivatives 
they implement[6]. 
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Prewitt mask    

-1 -1 -1 -1 0 1

0 0 0 -1 0 1

1 1 1 -1 0 1

                Gx            Gy

                   Sobel mask 

-1 -2 -1 -1 0 1

0 0 0 -2 0 2

1 2 1 -1 0 1

                Gx                   Gy

Roberts mask 

-1 0 0 -1 

0 1 1 0

Gx              Gy

Figure 4. Masks of some edge detector. Gx and Gy are the 
first derivatives of gradient vector. 

3.2   Canny edge detector 

The Canny edge detector developed by John Canny [7]
is the optimal detector used around the world. This edge 
detector is based on detecting at the zero-crossing of the 
second directional derivative of the smoothed image. The 
procedure of the Canny edge detector was as follows [6]: 

1. We can use an appropriate 2-D Gaussian filter 
to make smoothed image. 

2. In smoothed image we have to compute the 
gradient direction and magnitude at each point. 
An edge point is defined that strength of the 
point is locally maximum in the direction of the 
gradient. 

3. Perform non-maximal suppression. The edge 
point determined above rise to ridges in the 
gradient magnitude image. Tracking the top of 
the ridges and set to zero all pixels that are not 
on the ridge top to make a thin line in the out-
put image. 

4. The ridge pixels are thresholded by using T1
and T2 with T1<T2. If Ridge pixels have 
greater values than T2, it is called ‘strong’. If 
Ridge pixels have values between T1 and T2, it 
is called ‘weak’.  

As procedure above, Canny edge detector introduced 
threshold values eliminate insignificant edges. It pro-
duces an output image as tracking discontinuities of 
intensity. In equation (5) we can think that the segment 
image by graph cut is f(x, y). The application of this 
technique is applied by our object contour detecting. 

4. Results

To make an experiment of our method the stereo image 
pairs acquiring by using graph cuts algorithm are used 
for extracting object contour efficiently. According to 
algorithm minimizing energy function by graph cuts, we 
can get a output image (segment image) shown in Fig.5. 

Figure 5. Output images by graph cuts :Left images are 
input images of stereo model. Right images are output 
images by graph cuts.  

In Fig.5 the first head images from the University of 
Tsukuba have a size of 384 288. The second sawtooth 
images are ‘synthetic’ image which was taken from the
Middlebury Stereo Vision Page. The size of this image is 
217 190. The third cup image made by us has a size of 
361 240. With each segment images in Fig.5 we applied 
some edge detector of section 3. The code of this algo-
rithm is available on the web from the homepage of 
Kolmogorov. 
http://www.adastral.ucl.ac.uk/~vladkolm/software.html

Figure 6. The results of the Canny edge detector. The left 
is the results of original left image of stereo pairs. The 
right is the result images of segmented images. 
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We apply the Canny edge detector to output image by
graph cuts in order to find object boundary. Fig.6 shows 
the difference of the result in the same condition of pa-
rameter. In this Fig.6 we use the same parameter of
T1=0.05 and T2=0.1. As mentioned above the T1, T2
means threshold values. The parameters was obtained by 
repeated experiments and can adopt the optimized results. 
The left images have edges of all objects. We don’t need 
all edges when we detect or track objects. Hence, we
readjust parameters, T1 and T2 to show the result of ob-
ject boundary we want.  

  (a)                     (b) 

                       (c) 

Figure 7. The developed result of the Canny edge detec-
tor. It is the more specified object contour that we want. 

The main results of our experiment are illustrated in 
Fig.7. The Canny edge detector computes a gradient di-
rection and magnitude for each pixel of the segmented 
image. We tried several times to find an appropriate 
boundary of object. We can compare our results of the 
right images of Fig.6 and the results of Fig.7. Fig.7 
shows the better performance than Fig.6. The resetted 
values of parameter are T1=0.2 and T2=0.7 in (a), 
T1=0.05 and T2=0.3 in (b). In (c) the parameter values 
are T1 = 0.1 and T2 = 0.511. The algorithm is powerful 
enough to detect object contour in images as changing
parameter values.   

5. Conclusions

In this paper, We assume the acquired images satisfy 
the standard stereo geometry. However, the image we
acquire may not satisfy the geometry. Thus we are pre-
paring the image rectification stage. We have shown that 
combining graph cuts algorithm and edge detection are 
useful algorithms for detecting object contour. Our ap-
proach is based on the constraint that the images are 
standard stereo. We suggest that the use of the Canny 

edge detector performs good results for finding object 
boundary. Our results show the general boundary of the 
objects. However, the contour extracted by our seg-
mented image of Fig.6 is not matched with the exact
boundary. In addition, our final goal is to extract
boundaries of each object we want to find. For instance, 
if we want to find only the boundary of camera in Tsu-
kuba image, our algorithm is limited. To improve the 
more accurate boundary, our future works will use snake 
algorithms of active contour model[10]. In snake algo-
rithm, we can consider the boundaries of our results as 
initial points. We believe that our algorithm will get a 
powerful result if active contour algorithm is inserted. 
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